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About This Game

New Controls (Short Version):
Right Grip + Right Thumbstick -> Camera

Right Trigger -> Select/Place
Left Trigger -> Back/Delete/Exit
Right Thumbstick -> Scale/Cycle
Left Thumbstick -> File manager

Left Grip + Right Trigger = Shortcut

*Details on the new controls can be found at www.MR-Worlds.com

Build, Explore and Share worlds with a growing library of tiles and objects. Simple to use, easy to learn, fast to build.

As a standalone product, Diorama Worlds is a sandbox building tool that allows users to create and view dioramas in VR.
Worlds can be multiple zones, or just a single diorama.

Features
Over 9,000 objects to build with

Place and scale objects
Grid lock for uniform building

Rotation lock for quick building
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Pose character models
Adjust time of day

Layers

Play Mode Preview - Drop a character that can perform actions and jump, into any scene. Add links connecting zones. Build
your own platformer.
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Title: Diorama Worlds
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Mixed Reality Worlds
Publisher:
Mixed Reality Worlds
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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I've left my original review below for archive purposes, but I'm changing it to a positive.

Every single one of the points I mentioned below has been addressed by the developer, which, to be honest, would be enough on
it's own to yield a positive review because that puts him on a level of responsiveness above any "AAA" dev I can think of.

It's now possible to remap controls and joystick axes, and you're left with a relatively entertaining arcade style flight shooter. It's
pretty fun and there are no longer any game-breaking bugs or feature deficiencies that I can find.

For the price especially, it's definitely worth a look.

I was expecting this to be a flight combat game I could play with a joystick, but no such luck.
EDIT: You can now play with a joystick, but there is no way to assign axes, so my twist is throttle and my throttle is yaw,
making it horrible to try to play.

It's a relatively simplistic\/arcadey shooter, controled with mouselook and WASD. Except that the turn and roll rates are quite
slow, so it's a bit like playing a 3D FPS while standing in quicksand.
EDIT: Turn rates somewhat improved as there was a bug affecting mouse sensitivity.

Aircraft move quite fast, so I found it very hard to get into a dogfight or bring my cannons to bear, as we'd just zoom past each
other unable to chase each other every so often. The proximity (homing) missiles work though.

The game seems a bit unfinished. There are no ingame options or graphics settings. You can't customise the controls as far as I
can see. There isn't even a way to exit the tutorial mission other than Alt-F4.
EDIT: Can now bring up menu during tutorial and quit if desired.

Overall, I wouldn't recommend, even with the edits above. Give me a way to remap controls, and you'll be there ;). I've had the
pleasure together with my co-host of having the developer of Pillar on for a podcast. Here we give our impressions on the game
and listen to the developers feedback.

One warning guys: This game will make you look differently at yourself after playing it.

The podcast can be seen/listened to here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOV0vzbdIp4

Hope you guys enjoy it! =). Love the game. The Russian studios have been putting out some good work lately, and the Death to
Spies ("SMERSH") really lives up. It's a nice change in that it doesn't play like other stealth/espionage games. The atmosphere is
excellent, and the variation of environments and objectives ensure that things never get too stale. It does force the player to
work slowly and deliberately most of the time, which makes the few frantic moments in gameplay all the more so. A bit bi-polar
in some respects- if you don't mind that sort of thing, by all means, try it out.

Also- a there's a couple missions in the series that take place in the United States. The American stereotypes are quite funny..
Not bad for this year 2019 still good and playable.. I'm legitimately confused at the positive reviews. This is a pay to wait game
of the very worst sort. It does nothing at all to disgiuse this fact right from the start. "Gameplay" literally consists of clicking on
a quest object on screen to start a timer. The quest then resolves via a predetermined "battle effect" or if not combat based is
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automatically passed. You can skip the waiting period by using a donut which of course you can buy more of for real money.

This isn't even a decent model of gameplay for an idle type game. It's just bad.

If you have money to burn and are easily entertained, go nuts. If you want an actual game though, look elsewhere.. great fun
game. I've played it for only some minutes and I have no idea how to do anything. The controls are awful, settings is awful,
graphics are awful, and so on.... I reeeeally wish I didn't buy this game. I have tried to look through the "help"-menu, but it isn't
for much help.
The idea is great and I used to play Machine World on iOS when I was younger and loved it. This is just sad. It takes forever to
get in a veichle and when you're inside you have to push and drag every single thing with the mouse.. Disoriented is a really fun
brain-teaser puzzle game offering 30 levels of various 3D mazes where you have to figure out the right path to reach the level
exit door.
In order to do this, you have to interact with the maze by rotating some of its beams, using portals, switching between night and
day which makes some beams appear/disappear.
You can use the Tab key to vizualise the whole maze and plan your strategy to reach the exit.
You cannot jump, but you can drop to lower beams, and the originality of the game is that gravity works in the direction of
where you stand, which makes it easy to lost track of where you are and want to go.
There is also the possibility to create a checkpoint by pressing the 'C' key which can save your current location before you
attempt some change on the maze or in the case you would fail a drop for instance, but it was only really useful for me on the
last levels.

I found the first 11 levels very easy, but after that, difficulty increases, and reaching the exit becomes trickier and trickier...
Still, when I finally succeeded in completing all levels, I had just wished there were more...

I did not encounter any of the bugs some people had, so I guess they all got fixed now, but I played with a keyboard/mouse..
This game is completely worth the 99 cents, and it's even better if you get it at a reduced price due to crafting badges. I am stuck
on level 10, but that does not keep me from continuing to play, This is very worth the money. Just go ahead and buy it, and
maybe even Deep Space Waifu, which I still need to buy.
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I absolutely recommend this lovely, brain-meowlting adventurous puzzle game. I am an Honorary Cat now, one of the few -
actually 7% of the ones - who contributed in this very important Earth-saving project. I think I will mention it in my CV as an
achived goal which I am quite proud of. It was nice to meet you Science Cat. Farewell my fluffy fellow.. I have just under an
hour on record. For it just being released today, I have to say it's quite good. Please note that this is early access and what might
be deemed good right now probably looks really bad.
The flight mechanics are awkward with a mouse and keyboard, but they are usable. Once I invest more time I'll probably set up
a HOTAS system. The story so far seems rich, and the graphics look pretty good. They're not anything outstanding, but it's
better for only 12 dollars. There are many bugs that don't detract from the gameplay, and only a few that actually do. I would
recommend for anyone who wants to spend time on this game. Also, the English translation has some grammatical errors, but
nothing that would make your english teacher bawl their eyes out for the rest of the yaer.
If you want something like this but are willing to invest more money, I suggest looking into other games of this same genre.

So far, 8/10. I'm looking forward to improvements (especially in graphics) while enjoying the game that is here now.. Bought
this game, most likely on sale, a little bit ago, and started it up last night on a whim. That's exactly what it's good for, a play on a
whim. It only takes about half an hour to complete (in fact, one of the achievements is to 100% it within a thirty-minute run),
and, while some might argue that that's too short, I think it's exactly the right length for what it is.

The visual aesthetic clearly harks back to Ghouls And Ghosts, but, believe it or not, with the exception of the projectiles, the
gameplay is more reminiscent of Donkey Kong Country.

Fast-paced and well-constructed platforming
Bouncing off of enemies and inexplicable tyres
Collecting four letter icons grants an extra life
Drop from a height onto certain spots on the ground to unearth hidden items
Breaking open walls reveals bonus rooms, which also serve as a completion metric
Firing out of cannons
Dancing to a short jingle at end of level

My only critiques are:

In spite of the titular fart jokes, they don't surface in the gameplay at all. I was expecting weaponised or propellant farts,
but no, it's just in the sound effects.
The screen shake effect is a bit excessive, but fortunately it can be toggled.
Some weapons you collect are clearly a downgrade form others, but it does vary the gameplay rapidly.
Extra lives are more like an additional (and copious) HP count, in that there's barely a penalty for dying.

For some reason, the end boss is a big green Hulk. Yes, you know, that one. The one whose shirt rips.. This game makes you
feel like a Russian in the vast land of soviet Russia. The game has its few bugs but i think this will be the game of the year for
2019. 11/10 IGN. Cute, short, and kind of collectables.. it´s... it´s beatiful. An original concept, a mediocre plot, lack of good
gameplay mechanics and poor technical design make for a very bland and frustrating shooter.

What IS really fun:
- idea about a world in which wars are televised and you can bet your buck on some soldier-murderer that fights other of its kind
- some weapon and vehicle designs (this game takes place in the same universe as the horrible Iron Storm game)
- power armors

What sucks really bad here:
- you reload weapons not on ammo basis but on a whole clip basis (like in Rainbow Six) - this is of course realistic but really
sucks in an action packed game
- some Champions are so overpowered by the use of some hallucinogenic effects that they are nearly impossible to beat
- this is an arcade shooter mostly, no iron sights, no point in crouching your way and finding best place to shoot, etc. You'll be
stormed by groups of enemy soldiers, you'll get hurt a lot and you'll need to spend A LOT of cash on armor repairs and ammo
for weapons. It is really a pain.
- some weapons are borderline usesless - almost any shotgun, gas thrower (flamer), standard machine gun (combat rifle is ok)
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- limited savepoints and saving that costs ingame cash - think checkpoints where you need to spend cash to save a game. Duh?

This is a failed attempt at something actually original in its concept. I advice you to pass on this game as it is really rough pretty
much everywhere therefore I do not recommend this game.

----------
For anyone interested in joining in on completing your own backlog; check it out here - 
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/completingthebacklog/discussions/5/530645446320364338/. How, how did you guys do it?!
This software turned my smart tablet into a full fledged gaming laptop. My games run literally twice as fast, three times as
smooth and i cannot thank you guys enough at all! I love you, developers!!. Music on some courses are good. Liveries are
excellent, but some are hard to differentiate from behind. Verticality on some maps are excellent and are very enjoyable to
traverse.

Outer pipes are an interesting edition to the game, but there are just too many tubes to manage efficiently, and it's surprisingly
difficult not to go flying off the end of one into space, ruining any chance of a record. It's incredibly frustrating. Medals are
unbalanced, the survival runs are just too easy, while some of the time trials are hard to place bronze in.

Hopefully I don't sound like IGN, but "Too much red". I've always loved the concept of racing on mars, but the color just hurts
to look at after a while, especially with the bright blue structures. I adjusted my screen colors just to manage its intensity.

Has a balance of good and not that good, I feel it doesn't really add value to the game.
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